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Summary

Integrated fruit production (IFP) is an economical, high-quality fruit production which 
prioritizes ecologically acceptable means of production, which minimize side-effects 
aiming to increase environment conservation and human health.

Following the market demands and increasing production standards, integrated 
production imposes itself, which is to enable lucrativeness, market competition and 
ecological acceptability of agricultural products.

Introducing and implementing multi-criteria model of decision-making is based on 
DEXi method (multi-attribute analysis). This method makes selection of the most 
adequate fruit sort for initiating fruit production. This model of decision-making is 
based on opinions of experts from the field of integrated production. The main criterion 
in evaluating IFP according to DEXi and expert system are: economic, technological, 
ecological and socio-political.

The result of multi-criteria expert system DEXi have shown that the plum fruit sort yields 
the best results according to integrated production concept and can be recommended 
as the first planting alternative. The second alternative recommends apple while the 
third one recommends pear. 
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Introduction

The territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina has favourable both natural and ecological conditions 
for intensive fruit production, which allows investment efficiency and competitiveness on 
market. Despite all of that, today Bosnia and Herzegovina has unorganized fruit production. 
Problems and limits with fruit production in Bosnia and Herzegovina are the following: 
inefficiency, inability to measure and monitor costs, lack of production documentation, 
levels of required knowledge both in terms of production technology and in terms of basic 
management principles (Galjak, Bojkovic, 2015) and market knowledge, the product 
placement, unwillingness to adapt in terms of changing the business processes, especially 
the elders. Domestic market, and especially foreign one, demands consistent quality and 
supply conduit, as well as certification of products. Implementation of IFP as a generally 
accepted system of manufacturing can contribute overcoming existing problems when it 
comes to fruit growing in Brcko District and region, and increase its competitiveness.

Following the market requirements and incensement of standards in terms of manufacturing, 
integrated manufacturing is being imposed which has to enable economic profitability, 
competitiveness on the market, and environmental acceptability. Integrated fruit 
manufacturing is defined as economical manufacturing of high-quality fruit, which gives 
priority to ecologically safe methods that minimalize unwanted side effects of agricultural 
chemical substance uses, with goal of improving environment and human health safety 
(Grahovac et al., 2011).

Choosing which type of fruit is the most economical to plant will be determined using 
multi-attribute analysis DEXi methods. It helps the user in making a decision about some 
complex decision problem, in which one should compare good and bad sides of different 
variants. With this method we’ll determine the most economical fruit to plant in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, by integral concept.

The main difference of DEXi method to the other multi-criteria decision analysis methods 
is that this method does not do transformation of linguistic values but uses „if only“ rules 
(Rozman et al., 2016). The result of this application is the linguistic value and not the 
numerical one. Due to all this, this method is in advantage to other MCDA methods because 
it can use various linguistic values and the end result is the same in that value by which the 
decision edges closer to human way of thinking.

While performing these methods in agriculture, the method that was used the most was the 
method of analytical hierarchical process (AHP). The examples of the usage of this method 
when sourcing the variety can be easily located in the following works: (Rozman et al., 
2015a; Agha et al., 2012; Van Chuong, 2011; Agha, 2011; Srđević et al., 2004). As opposed 
to AHP method, the sourcing issues can be described as qualitative usage of non-numerical 
values and „if only“ rules.  This paper shall use qualitative non numerical variables. 
Therefore, the usage of DEXi method is the logical sequence of events while determining 
the fruit sort selection. This method is useful for problems that are not fully specified such 
as the system of arable production which is the typical example of such problems (Rozman 
et al., 2015b; Pozderec et al., 2015; Tojnko et al., 2011). 
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Methodology of DEXi analysis method

DEXi Methodology enables the description of hierarchy attributes in conceptual model 
and rule aggregation between the attributes which is usable with problems of real 
decision making. (Kontić et al., 2006). DEXi method combines the traditional multi-
criteria decision making methodology with the elements of expert system and machine 
language. (Pavlović et al., 2011). DEXi stands for Decision Expert and it’s built on 
multi-parameter methodology of making a decision DECMAK (DECision MAKing) 
as well as artificial intelligence usage. DEXi is a methodology for qualitative, multi-
criteria decision making modelling and support (Bohanec, Rajković, 1990). Knowledge 
base doesn’t derive from mathematical formulas, but from user’s/expert’s knowledge. 
The user is encouraged to discover „space of deciding“ by defining criteria’s and 
qualitatively describing its values. Knowledge is presented in form of decision rules 
if–then. The distinctive feature of DEXi has given its ability to handle with qualitative 
variables and linguistically values in a function of finding the most profitable alternative 
of fruit planting with help of multiple criteria’s such as: Economic, Political and Social, 
Ecological and Technological.

Financial criteria consist of investment costs, Net Present Value and Internal Rate of 
Return (quantitatively measured criteria). Technological criteria consists of growth 
technology and ability to store (which represents qualitative criteria), as well as 
manpower (which can be separated to family work and hired work, and can also be 
expressed in quantitative values). Market criteria reflect attractively for each fruit and 
consummation diversity (qualitative criteria). Finally, criteria of conveniently selected 
location shows ecological state (ground, incline, and ability of spring frost).

Instead of numerical variables, which usually represent traditionally quantitate models, 
DEXi uses qualitative variables whose values are, in most cases, represented by words 
and not numbers, such as „small“, „appropriate“, and „inappropriate“.

DEXi principle is made up of three stages (Bohanec, 2003):

•	 problem identification and criteria determination

•	 setting of decision-making rules (utility function definition)

•	 analysis of each alternative. 

DEXi is an easy way to create and modify the criteria of wood and edit the measurement 
scales and decision-making rules. Data entry on variants and variants evaluation is also 
very simple (Bahovac, Zupan, 2006). The results of evaluation are shown in tabular 
form, as well as what-if analysis (Stanojevic et al., 2016). Graphical view is also 
applicable. Structure of the model evaluation criteria in orchard establishing, which was 
created using the expert system DEXi, is shown in Table 1 together with measurement 
scales. Values on measurement scale are sorted from worse to better.
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Table 1. Qualitative criteria structure for orchard establishment evaluation
Criteria’s Qualitative value criteria - measuring scale

Fruit planting choice                                Not acceptable, acceptable, very acceptable
+-Economical criteria  Insignificant, important, very important
| *-Financial criteria Insignificant, important, very important
| | *-Investment criteria  Big, medium, low
| | *-Net present value Negative, low, high, very high
| | *-Internal return rate Negative, low, high, very high
| | +-Profitability index Negative, low, high, very high
| *-Economic success measurement Insignificant, important, very important
| | *-Cost-effectiveness Negative, low, high, very high
| | +-Profitability Negative, low, high, very high
| +-Marketing criterion Insignificant, important, very important
|   *-Selling possibility   Small, medium, large
|   *-Export possibility Small, medium, large
|   +-Required promotion Big, medium, low
+-Socio-political criterion Insignificant, important, very important
| *-Social criteria Not acceptable, acceptable, very acceptable
| | *-Life standard improvement Low, medium, high
| | *-Fruit grower’s knowledge increase Low, medium, high
| | +-The habit of growing certain fruits  Unchangeable, changeable, highly variable
| +-Political criteria Not acceptable, acceptable, very acceptable
   *- Caring for a particular state fruit production Non-existing, bad, good, excellent
|   *- State subsidies Non-existing, bad, good, excellent
|   +-Export subsidies Non-existing, bad, good, excellent
+-Technical criterion Insignificant, important, very important
| *-Irrigation and drainage Big, medium, low
| *-Growth technology Big, medium, low
| *-Manpower Big, medium, low
| *-Mechanical support Big, medium, low
| +-Storing Big, medium, low
+-Ecological criterion Insignificant, important, very important
  *-Pollution impact Insignificant, important, very important
  | *-Water Big, medium, low
  | *-Ground Big, medium, low
  | +-Air Big, medium, low
  *-Manure usage Insignificant, important, very important
  | *-Manure Insignificant, important, very important
  | +-Fertilizers  High level, medium level, low level
  *-Pesticides usage  High level, medium level, low level
  +-Water potentials usage High level, medium level, low level

Source: Authors’ research

Step 1 Problem structure

Structuring the problem occurs in a manner that agricultural entrepreneur wants to establish 
an orchard. It’s necessary to make a decision for specific fruit sort on chosen location.
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Step 2 Fruit sort identification

Identification consists of three fruit sorts who have the highest representation in Bosnia 
& Herzegovina and Brcko district, and those are plum, apple and pear.

Step 3 Financial cost-benefit analysis for each fruit sort

For each fruit sort is carried out a cost-benefit analysis and calculation of basic 
financial indices net present value and internal return rate for each fruit sort, as already 
demonstrated in earlier work.

Step 4 Identification of goals and criteria’s

Various techniques can be used in order to identify goals and criteria’s for analysis. 
Multi-criteria way of decision making can be good enough to identify goals and 
criteria’s that’ll be of use in project evaluation. Multi-criteria decision making treats 
the problem of a hierarchical structure of evaluation (egg, analysis hierarchy process) 
decision tree. DEXi methodology is based on criteria formation in decision making 
tree. For the purposes of analysis of orchard establishment tree of criteria has been 
developed

Step 5 Utility function definition (rules of decision making) and analysis execution

When each criterion is marked with its value base (stock), access to decision making 
classification is being done. DEXi methodology uses qualitative values for alternative 
evaluation decision making. Whole project’s utility function consists of partial utility 
functions which are defined for aggregated criteria’s. These utility functions are defined 
by the decision making rules. 

Based on defined rules of decision making we can calculate relative weight of each 
criterion, which is (in DEXi system) done via method of multiple regressions or 
machine learning method – in formativeness. In regression every rule-making can be 
presented as a series of point which are approximated with hyper plane. This means that 
every qualitative parameter in any rule-making is given an original number through 
approximation regression equation y = ao+a1x1+ … +anxn. Parameter ao can be omitted 
and relative weights are calculated via:
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Where: wi stands for relative weight of criteria i. 

A different way to calculate relative weights of each criterion is with in formativeness 
method, based on formula (Ćejvanović, 2007):

ii pp∑− 2log         (2) 

Where: pi stands for the like hood of events i.
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Once the decision-making rules have been established analyst sets qualitative values 
for each criterion, responding to every alternative solution. After the entered values, 
DEXi carries out analyses for each alternative solution. Automatic „what-if„ analysis 
can be carried out (observing any changes in various „model input parameters“ and 
their influence on evaluated values)

Results

Orchards establishment rating (utility function) is based on four criteria’s: financial, 
technological, socio-political, and ecological. Relative weight of each criteria isn’t 
equal for all four criteria’s and it has different percentage values. Financial criterion is 
29%, technological 9%, location convenience criterion is 31% and market criterion is 
31% of total relative weight.

Following image presents the criterion results – attributes for three fruit sorts.

Figure 1. Attributes result for apple plum pear

Source: Authors’ research
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Based on analysis of experts and by DEXi method, weaknesses and strengths for each 
fruit sort were singled out:

Figure 2. Strengths and weaknesses of apple attribute

Source: Authors’ research

Image shows us that export subvention doesn’t exist for apple, plum and pear, and 
that plum has the most positive attributes compared to other two fruit sorts. Apple 
has more positive attributes than pear. On the basis of above we can say that the top 
ranked fruit sort is plum, followed by apple, and then pear (based on expert’s rating 
and DEXi method). This statement could be set aside as recommendation for the future 
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establishment of orchards. The following image shows the disposition and weight 
criteria for each fruit sort. 

Figure 3. Graphical presentations of results with the DEXi expert system 

Source: Authors’ research

Based on presented analysis, the best indicator on economic criteria is the plum and 
apple, while the pear shows lower results. (More about this work is discussed in economic 
analysis in the context of this work). Socio-political criterion, top predispositions has 
plum due to often incentive by the government of Brcko District to this fruit sort, next 
is apple, while pear shows ‘not so significant’ importance in this criteria compared 
to plum. Technical criterion implies that the apple and plum has significant requests 
towards the growth technology while with pear some difficulties occur and it shows 
the poorest results. The basis of this statement is small number of pear orchards on 
territory of Brcko District and therefore the technical requirements for this type of 
production are higher than for the apple and plum production. Ecological criteria shows 
moderation in all three fruits, though the pear’s potential ground contamination is lower 
comparing to apple and plum, due to lower number of treatments.

Conclusions

Bosnia and Herzegovina has favourable natural conditions for fruit production 
development. However, Bosnia and Herzegovina does not achieve satisfactory 
results in fruit production in relation to its conditions. Problems and limits in fruit 
production to Bosnia and Herzegovina are: non-profitability, measurement inability 
and cost monitoring, lack of knowledge in terms of basic management principles 
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and knowledge of market. Implementation of IFP, as a generally accepted system of 
production, can contribute to overcoming the existing problems with fruit production 
in Bosnia and Herzegovina, thus increasing its competitiveness. This paper considers 
the alternatives of fruit sort growing, i.e. which fruit sort is the most profitable, using 
the multi-criteria expert analysis DEXi. Following criteria were considered through 
this method: economical, socio-political, ecological and technological. As a result 
of research with DEXi method it can be concluded that plum shows the best results, 
therefore it could be recommended as a primary alternative in selection of fruit sort. 
The second recommended alternative is the apple. Bosnia and Herzegovina, through 
its amenable ministries of agriculture,should especially emphasize the plum and apple 
fruit production.
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VIŠEKRITERIJSKA ANALIZA VOĆNJAKA PREMA KONCEPTU 
INTEGRALNE PROIZVODNJE

Aleksandar Maksimović4, Zoran Grgić5, Ferhat Ćejvanović6 

Sažetak

Integralna proizvodnja voća (IPV) je ekonomična i kvalitetna proizvodnja voća koja 
daje prioritet ekološko prihvatljivih sredstava za proizvodnju. Ona smanjuje nuspojave 
s ciljem da se poveća očuvanja okoline i zdravlja ljudi.

Prateći zahtjeve tržišta i povećanjem standarda proizvodnje, nametnuta je integrirana 
proizvodnja koja omogućava isplativosti, ravnopravno tržišno takmičenje i ekološko 
prihvatljivu proizvodnju poljoprivrednih proizvoda.

Uvođenje i provođenje modela višekriterijskog odlučivanja bazira se na DEXi metodom 
(višekriterijska analiza). Ova metoda omogućuje odabir najprimjerenijih voćne vrste 
za pokretanje proizvodnje voća. Ovaj model odlučivanja temelji se na ekspertskom 
mišljenju stručnjaka iz područja integrirane proizvodnje. Glavni kriterij u ocjenjivanju 
IPV prema DEXi modelu ekspertnog sistema su: ekonomski, tehnološki, ekološki i 
društveno-politički.

Rezultati višekriterijskog ekspertnog sistema DEXi pokazali su da je šljiva daje najbolje 
rezultate u skladu s integriranom konceptu proizvodnje i mogu se preporučiti kao prvi 
sadnog alternativu. Druga alternativa preporučuje jabuka, dok se treći preporučuje 
kruške. 
Ključne riječi: Integralna proizvodnja voće, stručnjak za donošenje odluka, DEXi 
metoda, izbor voćne vrste, šljiva, jabuka, kruška.
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